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Eliminating Direction Specificity in Visuomotor Learning
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The generalization of learning offers a unique window for investigating the nature of motor learning. Error-based motor learning
reportedly cannot generalize to distant directions because the aftereffects are direction specific. This direction specificity is often re-
garded as evidence that motor adaptation is model-based learning, and is constrained by neuronal tuning characteristics in the primary
motor cortices and the cerebellum. However, recent evidence indicates that motor adaptation also involves model-free learning and
explicit strategy learning. Using rotation paradigms, here we demonstrate that savings (faster relearning), which is closely related to
model-free learning and explicit strategy learning, is also direction specific. However, this new direction specificity can be abolished when
the participants receive exposure to the generalization directions via an irrelevant visuomotor gain-learning task. Control evidence
indicates that this exposure effect is weakened when direction error signals are absent during gain learning. Therefore, the direction
specificity in visuomotor learning is not solely related to model-based learning; it may also result from the impeded expression of
model-free learning and explicit strategy learning with untrained directions. Our findings provide new insights into the mechanisms
underlying motor learning, and may have important implications for practical applications such as motor rehabilitation.
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Introduction
Learning will not be very meaningful if it is confined to its origi-
nal learning context. Motor learning generalization examines
how learning in one context influences the performance in un-
trained contexts and offers a unique window for investigating the
nature of motor learning (Poggio and Bizzi, 2004; Shadmehr,
2004). Adaptation paradigms have been frequently used to study
motor learning generalization in the context of reaching, where
arm movements are systematically perturbed by visual distortion

(Pine et al., 1996; Bock et al., 2001) or robotic forces (Thorough-
man and Shadmehr, 2000). Typically, learning obtained with ad-
aptation paradigms in one part of the workspace is not fully
generalizable to other parts of the workspace when examined
with aftereffects (Krakauer et al., 2000; Wigmore et al., 2002;
Donchin et al., 2003; Wang and Sainburg, 2004; Krakauer et al.,
2006). A widely accepted view is that learning leads to the forma-
tion of internal models, a conceptual construct of how the ner-
vous system predicts the sensory consequence of motor
commands in the face of perturbations (Shadmehr et al., 2010).
The generalization of this learned construct is thought to be con-
strained by learning-related changes of tuning properties in lower
motor cortices, including the primary motor cortex (Thorough-
man and Shadmehr, 2000; Paz et al., 2003), the cerebellum (Shad-
mehr et al., 2010), and the premotor cortex (Wise et al., 1998;
Krakauer et al., 2004).

However, recent findings suggest that motor adaptation, which is
traditionally attributed to internal models and cerebellum-based
learning, consists of model-free learning components (Diedrichsen
et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011; Verstynen and Sabes, 2011; Shmuelof
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Significance Statement

Motor learning is more useful if it generalizes to untrained scenarios when needed, especially for sports training and motor
rehabilitation. However, as a form of motor learning, motor adaptation is typically direction specific. Here we first show that
savings with motor adaptation, an index for model-free learning and explicit strategy learning in motor learning, is also direction
specific. However, the participants’ additional exposure to untrained directions via an irrelevant gain-learning task can enable the
complete generalization of learning. Our findings challenge existing models of motor generalization and may have important
implications for practical applications.
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et al., 2012) and explicit strategy-learning components (Taylor et al.,
2014; McDougle et al., 2015). Whether these parts of learning are
subject to direction specificity is unknown. To investigate this issue,
we have to abandon the conventionally used aftereffects and instead
use savings (i.e., faster relearning during delayed retest) as the gen-
eralization index. In contrast to aftereffect, which reflects the com-
bined effect of all learning components, savings is a behavioral
marker for model-free learning and explicit strategy learning
(Huang et al., 2011; Haith et al., 2015). Furthermore, savings is a
universal metric for all learning systems, including semantic, percep-
tual, and motor systems (Ebbinghaus, 1913; Liu and Weinshall,
2000; Medina et al., 2001; Kojima et al., 2004; Lebrón et al., 2004;
Krakauer et al., 2006). In contrast, aftereffect is exclusively used in
motor adaptation paradigms.

Parallel to motor learning, visual perceptual learning is
known to be specific to the trained stimulus location or feature
dimension (e.g., a specific orientation or direction). Early
models often attribute learning specificity to neuronal tuning
changes in early visual areas (Karni and Sagi, 1993; Schoups et
al., 1995; Teich and Qian, 2003). However, perceptual learn-
ing becomes completely transferrable if the participants are
additionally exposed to the transfer location or feature dimen-
sion via performing an irrelevant task (Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang and Yang, 2014). These
results suggest that visual perceptual learning is high-level
rule-based learning that occurs beyond the retinotopic and
feature-selective early visual cortex. Encouraged by these per-
ceptual learning findings, we hypothesized that if motor learn-
ing (savings) is also direction specific, it may be generalizable
to distant directions with proper direction exposures. This is
highly likely given that motor learning also involves high-level
model-free learning and explicit strategy learning.

In this study, we tested this hypothesis by studying the
generalization of visuomotor rotation adaptation using sav-
ings as a metric of learning. We first found direction-limited
generalization of initial rotation learning. However, after ex-
posing the participants to distant generalization directions
with visuomotor gain adaptation, a distinct and irrelevant
visuomotor learning task (Turner et al., 2003), we demon-
strated complete generalization of original learning to distant
directions.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Two hundred two right-handed participants (81 males; average age,
22.0 � 3.5 years) were recruited (n � 12 for each of the 16 experimental
groups and n � 10 for a control group in Experiment 2). All participants
were inexperienced, naive to the purpose of the study, and paid for their
time. Informed consent, which was approved by the Peking University
Institutional Review Board, was obtained from each participant before
testing.

Experimental setup
The participants sat behind a desk and moved their right hand on the
desktop. Their vision of the hand and arm was blocked by a semisilvered
mirror placed horizontally at the chest level. The movement of the index
finger tip was measured at 200 Hz by a motion capture system (Codamo-
tion). Visual feedback was projected top-down from an LCD projector
(display frequency, 75 Hz; model P1270, Acer) mounted 1.45 m above a
horizontally placed back-projection screen. The image was then reflected
in the mirror for the participants to view (Fig. 1A). The actual hand was
not visible.

The participants were instructed to make straight, center-out shooting
movements to a target in successive attempts. Possible targets, shown as
white discs with a 4 pixel diameter, were displayed 70 mm from the
starting position. The straight-ahead target was defined as a 0° target, and
the other target directions were labeled as 45°, 90°, and 135° in a clock-
wise fashion (Fig. 1A). During visuomotor training, the participants ex-
perienced a 30° counterclockwise visuomotor rotation. They needed to
move 30° clockwise to compensate for the imposed rotation.

Procedure
At the beginning of each trial, the participants rested the right index
finger on a 4 mm plastic disc glued onto the desktop. The disc was also
used as an anchor to guide the participants to return the unseen finger to
the starting position after each trial. A visual starting position, depicted as
a yellow cross (4 pixels per line), was overlaid on the plastic disc. A cursor
(a green disc, 4 pixels in diameter) representing the finger-tip position
was visible only within 4 mm around the starting position. Once the
finger remained at the starting point for 100 ms, a target appeared, and a
computer speaker beeped to signal the participants to move. A beep
sound was also used to signal the participants to bring the finger back to
the starting position for the next trial once they completed the move-
ment. A low-pitched tone warned the participants when they moved too
fast or too slowly (movement time, �100 or �400 ms). Before formal
data collection, the participants familiarized themselves with the re-
quired movement speed.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and designs. A, An illustration of the experimental setup with reaching targets shown on the screen. B, Experimental designs in various experiments. The arrows
indicate the learning and generalization directions. The dashed lines indicate that no trial was performed in those specific experimental phases. The exposure tasks were different among groups. Exp,
Experiment.
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Experimental design
Experiment 1 (generalization without exposure). Each participant was
trained at one of the four possible directions (either 0°, 45°, 90°, or 135°)
but was tested at the same generalization direction (0°). They were ran-
domly assigned to one of these four training groups. The experiment
consisted of the following four consecutive phases: familiarization, base-
line, training, and generalization (Fig. 1B). During the familiarization
phase, each participant moved to the training and the generalization
targets with veridical and continuous cursor feedback. Each target was
visited 10 times, and the order of the targets was randomized. The base-
line phase was identical to the familiarization phase except that only the
end-point position of the cursor was displayed. This phase was to estab-
lish participants’ movement baseline for moving toward these targets
with end-point feedback. In the training phase, the participants moved to
the training target 80 times with visuomotor rotation imposed. The feed-
back was provided at the end point only. In the generalization phase, the
participants moved to the 0° target 80 times with the same perturbation
and end-point feedback as for evaluation of the savings. These four
groups were labeled as No-Exposure groups (see below).

Experiment 2 (generalization enabled by visuomotor gain learning). An-
other three groups of participants (Gain-Exposure groups) were tested
for the effect of a secondary gain-learning task on motor generalization.
The procedure was the same as that in Experiment 1, except that there
was a brief exposure phase between the training and generalization
phases. Each group was trained for a single direction at 45°, 90°, or 135°.
During the exposure phase, the participants moved 20 times to the 0°
generalization target with visuomotor gain perturbation. Gain learning
and rotation learning are distinct learning processes, as they are governed
by different neural substrates (Turner et al., 2003; Krakauer et al., 2004)
and can be obtained independently and concurrently (Yin and Wei,
2014). The gain between the actual movement and its display was set at
0.6 (a veridical gain was 1), while the direction feedback was veridical.
Therefore, the participants should move 42 mm for the visually 70 mm
away target to compensate for the imposed gain. After the exposure
phase, all groups were tested again for their generalization at the 0° di-
rection. To exclude the possibility that the exposure task alone could lead
to generalization of rotation learning, a control group skipped the initial
training phase, and completed only the exposure and generalization
phases.

Washout controls (savings after washout). Experiments 1 and 2 showed
that savings was direction specific and that it could fully generalize
after the direction exposure (see Results). However, the aftereffect of
initial training was not brought to baseline at the training direction. We
thus repeated Experiments 1 and 2 but inserted a washout phase after the
initial training. The washout phase included 40 reaching trials to the
initial training target with veridical end-point feedback and no rotation
perturbation. Similar to Experiment 1, three groups of participants were
trained for 80 rotation trials at 0°, 45°, and 135°, respectively. After wash-
out, they were tested at the generalization direction of 0°. In addition,
similar to Experiment 2, another three groups of participants were
trained at 0°, 45°, and 135°. They then completed a washout phase at the
training direction and an exposure phase (i.e., gain learning) at the gen-
eralization direction before the generalization test.

Experiment 3 (relevant factors in the exposure task). To investigate the
possible influences that could contribute to exposure-enabled general-
ization, six groups of participants completed different exposure tasks.
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 2 except that the
exposure task varied, and only generalization at 135° was examined.

The first group (the Time group) examined whether the elapsed time
was responsible for exposure-enabled generalization. Between the train-
ing and generalization phases, the participants sat idle for 1 min, approx-
imately the same duration as in the original exposure task.

The second group (the Attention group) examined whether merely
attending to the generalization direction could enable learning general-
ization. During the exposure phase, the participants performed a
luminance discrimination task around the 0° generalization target. This
visual task demanded that the participants direct their attention to the
generalization direction. The task followed a single-trial two-alternative
forced-choice staircase procedure for measuring discrimination thresh-

olds. In each trial, two squares symmetrically flanked the 0° target (target
not shown) with a randomly chosen deviation of 20°, 40°, or 60°. The
participants were asked to verbally report which square (left or right) was
brighter as quickly as possible. This arrangement forced the participants
to visually attend to the area surrounding the generalization target. The
experimenter pushed the left or right arrow key to record the responses.
A classic 3-down-1-up staircase rule was used with a step size of 4 in a 256
grayscale. The reference luminance was at the 128th level of the grayscale.
This exposure task lasted for �60 s, similar to the duration of the visuo-
motor gain-learning task in Experiment 2.

The third group (the Tracking group) examined whether the exposure
of a motor learning task without reaching movements could also enable
generalization. The participants were required to track a moving visual
target with the hand cursor as accurately as possible. The movement of
the target followed a predefined figure-eight trajectory consisting of two
identical ellipses whose two semiaxes were 18 and 5.7 mm long. The long
axes of the two ellipses were aligned with the 0° target direction. This
tracking task typically lasted for 120 s. To facilitate learning, the tracking
error within a trial was calculated and presented to the participants after
each trial. The tracking error was defined as the root mean square error of
the tracking trajectory relative to the target trajectory, as follows:

RMSE � �� �
i�1

n

�x2 � �
i�1

n

�y2� /n,

where �x and �y were the tracking errors in x- and y-coordinates in the
screen unit, and RMSE was the root mean squared error. Tong and
Flanagan (2003) reported no between-task interferences when a tracking
task and a reaching task were successively learned with opposite visuo-
motor rotations. This result suggests that the memory resources for
visuomotor rotations are task specific. It also implies that tracking and
reaching are different tasks. Therefore, the performance of the Tracking
group would indicate whether the exposure effect can be elicited by
learning a motor task that is different from the original learning task.

The fourth group (the No-Feedback group) examined whether the
exposure of similar reaching actions without visual feedback could en-
hance the relearning rate. The participants were required to make shoot-
ing movements toward the 0° generalization target without visual or
reward feedback. Note that this straight-shooting movement involved
identical muscle activation patterns as in the original rotation learning
movements.

The fifth group (the Veridical group) examined whether the exposure
of a reaching task with veridical feedback could facilitate relearning. The
participants were required to make reaching movements toward the 0°
generalization target with veridical visual feedback.

The sixth and last group (the Error-Clamp group) examined the po-
tential effect of learning from small direction errors. During the exposure
of gain learning, small direction errors still existed due to the end-point
variance of natural reaching movements. In fact, people learn from their
own small errors during unperturbed natural movements (van Beers,
2009). Here the directional errors were completely removed by using
error-clamp trials where end-point feedback was projected onto the de-
sired 0° movement direction.

Data analysis
The direction error of hand reaching was used to quantify the performance
in visuomotor rotation learning. The error was the angular difference be-
tween the desired direction (i.e., 30° clockwise from the target direction) and
the actual movement direction. The latter was the direction of the vector
between the starting position and the movement end point.

The error in the first generalization trial indicated the aftereffect.
Though we did not remove the visual feedback as in previous studies, we
only provided end-point feedback at the end of the trial. Thus, the direc-
tional error was still a valid indication of the participants’ feedforward
estimate.

To quantify the savings, we first calculated the average errors over
trials 2–9 in both training and generalization phases. The difference in
errors between these two phases indicated changes in learning rate, with
faster relearning signifying savings (for a similar treatment, see Krakauer
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et al., 2005). We also converted the savings data to percentage data by
dividing this difference with the desired directional deviation (30°).

Mixed-design ANOVAs with repeated measures (training and gener-
alization) and fixed measures (groups) were used when multiple groups
were compared. Post hoc least significant difference (LSD) tests were
performed for simple main effects when there was a significant interac-
tion. The savings of each group was also tested against zero by a one-
sample t test to detect any successful generalization. The significance level
was set at � � 0.05.

Results
In the training phase of Experiment 1, four groups of participants
learned visuomotor rotation at four different directions (0°, 45°,
90°, and 135°), respectively. After initially producing a 30° error
upon the unexpected perturbation, all participants successfully
reduced the errors over the ensuing movements and reached a
plateau with �25 trials (Fig. 2A). All groups showed similar
learning rates as indexed by the average initial learning errors
(F(3,44) � 0.077, p � 0.97; Fig. 2C).

However, the subsequent generalization test, in which all
groups were tested at the 0° direction, exhibited direction speci-
ficity. For the first retraining trial, the 0° group showed higher
aftereffects than the other three groups (post hoc LSD test, p �
0.001; Fig. 2B). The aftereffects of the other three groups were not
significantly different from zero (t tests, p � 0.99 for the 45°, 90°,
and 135° groups, respectively). Thus, the learning did not gener-

alize to directions 45° or further away from the training direction
in terms of the aftereffects, replicating the direction specificity
found in previous studies.

Savings also exhibited direction specificity but with a broader
generalization range (Fig. 2D). In the generalization phase, the
initial learning errors were 1.6 � 0.6, 4.2 � 0.8, 6.7 � 1.9, and
9.2 � 1.3, respectively, for the 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° directions.
Compared with the aftereffects, which showed exponential-like
decreases as a function of the angular separation, savings showed
almost linear decreases. Some savings was still evident at 45° (p �
0.001) and 90° (p � 0.05), but not at 135° (p � 0.49). A mixed-
design ANOVA with direction as a between-subject factor and
phase (training vs generalization) as a within-subject factor con-
firmed this trend. The ANOVA indicated significant main effects
of direction (F(3,44) � 3.58, p � 0.05) and phase (F(1,44) � 46.21,
p � 0.001), as well as their significant interactions (F(3,44) � 4.61,
p � 0.01). Simple main effects showed no difference between
direction groups in the training phase. In contrast, in the gener-
alization phase the learning rate decreased with angular separa-
tion: the 0° group had faster learning than the 90° and 135°
groups (p � 0.05 and 0.005, respectively), and the 45° group had
faster learning than the 135° group (p � 0.05). The savings were
29.7 � 4.2%, 20.6 � 4.8%, 14.3 � 5.5%, and 4.0 � 5.5%, respec-
tively, for the four directions (Fig. 2D; F(3,44) � 4.61, p � 0.01,
one-way ANOVA). Post hoc pairwise comparison yielded a sig-
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nificant difference between the 0° and 135° groups (p � 0.005).
Hence, we also demonstrated direction specificity in terms of
savings, though this generalization function was broader than
those of the aftereffects.

To examine whether learning specificity could be eliminated,
three groups of new participants in Experiment 2 received the
same visuomotor rotation training at 45°, 90°, and 135° direc-
tions, respectively, and subsequent generalization tests at the 0°
direction. The critical addition was the exposure to the general-
ization direction through visuomotor gain learning before the
generalization test. These Gain-Exposure groups achieved simi-
lar initial learning as the previous No-Exposure groups in terms
of the learning rates (F(6,77) � 0.1, p � 0.99; Fig. 3A).

All Gain-Exposure groups subsequently learned the visuomo-
tor gain task quickly during the 20-trial exposure phase (Fig. 3B).
Importantly, the exposure of distant directions via this secondary
task indeed facilitated learning generalization. Though the first
generalization trial at 0° did not exhibit any benefit from previous
learning (i.e., no aftereffect), the subsequent learning was sub-
stantially faster, indicating a strong savings effect. The learning
rates increased, as the initial learning errors amounted to 5.1 �
1.5°, 2.3 � 0.7°, and 2.9 � 1.2° in these groups, respectively (Fig.
3C). A mixed-design ANOVA was performed with group (previ-
ous 0° No-Exposure group vs three Gain-Exposure groups) as a
between-subject factor and phase (training vs generalization
phases) as a within-subject factor. The results revealed a signifi-

cant main effect of phase (F(1,44) � 118.1, p � 0.001), but no
significant main effect of group (F(3,44) � 0.81, p � 0.49) and no
significant group � phase interaction (F(3,44) � 0.59, p � 0.63).
Therefore, the exposure increased the learning rates in three
Gain-Exposure groups to be similar to those with direct training.
This complete generalization was further confirmed by directly
analyzing the savings. The savings of the three Gain-Exposure
groups were 21.4 � 5.2%, 28.5 � 5.7%, and 25.8 � 4.1%, respec-
tively (Fig. 3D), which were not significantly different from the
savings of the 0° No-Exposure group (F(3,44) � 0.59, p � 0.63).

To exclude the possibility that the exposure task alone could
increase the learning rate, a control group (n � 10) skipped the
initial training phase and was tested for learning visuomotor ro-
tation right after gain learning. The exposure task apparently did
not affect the rotation performance: the learning was not signif-
icantly different from the initial learning of the 0° group in Ex-
periment 1 (t(20) � 	1.03, p � 0.31; replotted and compared in
Fig. 3A). Thus, they learned at similar rates as the first-time learn-
ers. This was further evidenced by the fact that their learning was
significantly slower than the second-time learning for the 0°
No-Exposure group in Experiment 1 (t(20) � 5.01, p � 0.001)
and for those who experienced gain exposure in Experiment 2
(t(20) � 4.92, 5.57, and 4.86 when compared with the 45°, 90°,
and 135° Gain-Exposure groups, respectively; p values
�0.001). Therefore, the exposure task alone had no significant
impact on learning generalization. It must combine with the
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initial training at a distant direction to
enable learning generalization.

The direction specificity and the effect
of exposure persisted in the washout
control conditions when the aftereffect of
initial rotation learning was washed out.
Three Non-Exposure groups first showed
similar learning rates during initial tra-
ining, and their relearning rates again
showed direction specificity (Fig. 4A,
gray). A direction � phase mixed-design
ANOVA showed a significant main eff-
ect of phase (training vs generalization,
F(1,33) � 13.65, p � 0.001) and a signifi-
cant interaction effect (F(2,33) � 3.70, p �
0.05). The main effect of direction was not
significant (F(2,33) � 2.24, p � 0.123).
Simple main effects showed no difference
among directions in the training phase. In
contrast, in the generalization phase, the
learning rate decreased with angular separation: the 0° group had
significantly faster learning than the 135° groups (p � 0.005), but
the 45° group was not significantly different from the 0° and 135°
groups (p � 0.067 and 0.215). The savings were 25.6 � 6.2%,
12.7 � 7.6%, and 1.6 � 4.5%, respectively, for the 0°, 45°, and
135° directions (Fig. 4B; one-way ANOVA, F(2,33) � 3.70, p �
0.05). Post hoc pairwise comparison yielded a significant differ-
ence between the 0° and 135° groups (p � 0.01). Hence, we
demonstrated direction specificity of savings after washout.

Importantly, in another three groups with exposure to the
generalization direction, the direction specificity was again re-
moved. A mixed-design ANOVA was performed with group
(previous 0° No-Exposure group vs two Gain-Exposure groups)
as a between-subject factor and phase (training vs generalization
phases) as a within-subject factor. The results showed no signif-
icant main effect of group (F(2,33) � 0.81, p � 0.49), a significant
main effect of phase (F(1,33) � 62.49, p � 0.001), and no signifi-
cant interaction effect (F(2,33) � 0.35, p � 0.71). Therefore, the
exposure enabled full generalization after washout (Fig. 4A). This
complete generalization was further confirmed by directly ana-
lyzing the savings (Fig. 4B). The savings of two Gain-Exposure
groups at 45° and 135° were 20.3 � 3.7% and 20.9 � 4.5%,
respectively, which were not significantly different from the sav-
ings of the 0° No-Exposure group (F(2,44) � 0.35, p � 0.71).
Therefore, washout of initial learning did not change the results
observed in Experiments 1 and 2: savings exhibited direction
specificity that could be removed by exposure to the generaliza-
tion direction via a secondary gain-learning task.

To understand why direction exposure enabled generalization,
six groups of participants each completed a different exposure task
(the Attention, Time, Tracking, No-Feedback, Veridical, and Error-
Clamp groups; see Materials and Methods). The separation was 135°
where the enhancement effect was most apparent in the previous
Gain-Exposure task (Fig. 5). Proper visual attention to the general-
ization direction by the Attention group was indicated by luminance
discrimination learning (Fig. 5A). Similarly, active engagement of
the tracking task by the Tracking group was indicated by tracking
learning (Fig. 5B).

All of these groups started off with similar initial learning rates
(Fig. 5C,D). Their initial learning errors were not significantly
different from those of the previous 135° No-Exposure group and
135° Gain-Exposure group (F(7,88) � 0.15, p � 0.99). These
groups then performed different exposure tasks. In the general-

ization phase, their learning was again tested against the 135°
No-Exposure group and 135° Gain-Exposure group, and a signif-
icant difference was found (F(7,88) � 2.45, p � 0.05). Post hoc LSD
tests revealed that these groups learned significantly more slowly
than the original 135° Gain-Exposure group since the only differ-
ence was between the 135° Gain-Exposure group and other
groups (p � 0.007, 0.001, 0.001, 0.006, 0.028, 0.028, and 0.056,
respectively, when compared with the 135° No-Exposure, Atten-
tion, Time, Tracking, No-Feedback, Veridical and Error-Clamp
groups). Only the Gain-Exposure group and the Error-Clamp
group had significant savings (t(11) � 6.22 and 2.48, and p �
0.001 and p � 0.05, respectively), and the Veridical group had
marginally significant savings (t(11) � 2.09, p � 0.06). The savings
of the Time, Attention, Tracking, and No-Feedback groups were
not significantly different from zero (t(11) � 	0.09, 	0.02, 1.3,
and 0.89; p � 0.93, 0.99, 0.22, and 0.39, respectively). We did not
run a two-way ANOVA, given that these groups were indepen-
dently sampled and the number of groups was large, thus the
error variance was inflated.

Discussion
Our study demonstrates that savings in visuomotor rotation
learning, like the aftereffect, is direction specific. This new direc-
tion specificity persisted after a washout session that brought
initial learning back to the baseline before relearning. Interest-
ingly, direction exposure with a visuomotor gain-learning task
enables savings to fully generalize to distant directions. Control
conditions showed that gain learning with no directional error
feedback, and reaching with veridical feedback but without gain
learning, lead to partial generalization. Thus, exposure to learn-
ing and direction errors may be necessary for full generalization
of original rotation learning.

Motor generalization is traditionally indicated by the afteref-
fects, which exhibit direction specificity. This behavioral gener-
alization function has been linked to neuronal tuning properties
in primary motor cortices such as M1 and the cerebellum
(Donchin et al., 2003; Paz et al., 2003; Shadmehr, 2004). More
recent reweighting models that combine the population-coding
model and the state space model propose that learning changes
the connections between fixed-tuning population neurons with
error signals (Poggio and Bizzi, 2004; Tanaka et al., 2009). In this
latter framework, motor learning and generalization are manifes-
tations of these weight changes, which are incrementally altered
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by error signals. Thus, these generalization models are based
on the concept of internal models and the measurement of
aftereffects.

In contrast, savings reflects distinct learning components of
motor adaptation, including reinforcement learning (Huang et
al., 2011) and explicit strategy learning (Haith et al., 2015). Rein-
forcement learning, a form of model-free learning, is an operant
association between the adapted movement and the successful
error reduction (Diedrichsen et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011;
Verstynen and Sabes, 2011; Shmuelof et al., 2012). From

a different perspective, motor adaptation is also divided into
an explicit component, which is closely related to cognitive strat-
egies, and an implicit component (Anguera et al., 2010;
Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2014; McDougle et al.,
2015).

The direction specificity of savings may reflect fundamental
constraints on cognitive strategy and operant reinforcement ac-
quired during motor adaptation. In this light, the nervous system
has difficulty in applying a newly acquired cognitive strategy (e.g.,
aiming to a rotated direction) or a reinforced action (adaptive
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rotation for direction errors) to distant directions. We cannot
distinguish between these two possibilities as they may be con-
ceptually equivalent, both referring to an aiming strategy in the
face of directional perturbations. Requiring the participants to
explicitly report the aiming direction may help distinguish the
explicit strategy from other learning components (Taylor et al.,
2014). Limited generalization is not unexpected, though. In an
uncertain environment, any task is associated with a large solu-
tion space of possible actions; and the nervous system shall not
completely generalize the acquired control policy to any novel
situation. The constraints for generalizing motor learning, espe-
cially those tied to reinforcement learning and cognitive strategy,
demand further investigations.

The intriguing finding is that direction exposure with a seem-
ingly irrelevant learning task can lead to full generalization. Sim-
ilar muscle-activation patterns in the exposure tasks cannot
account for this effect since both of those performed by the
Tracking and the No-Feedback groups involve upper arm move-
ments similar to those in the Gain-Exposure groups. In fact, the
No-Feedback group used identical ballistic movements and mus-
cle activations as the Gain-Exposure groups. However, neither
the Tracking nor the No-Feedback group showed any generaliza-
tion effect. Both gain learning with visual error clamp and simple
reaching with veridical feedback induced partial generalization.
Admittedly, reaching with veridical feedback also involves learn-
ing where people correct for their own motor errors (van Beers,
2009). We thus postulate that both learning and experiencing
original error signals facilitate the nervous system to generalize
the acquired strategy to new directions. The gain-learning task
involves learning of a novel visuomotor map, a learning feature
that also exists in the original rotation learning. Thus, direction
exposure via gain learning may induce meta-learning, so that the
nervous system infers that novel visuomotor mapping is applica-
ble to a distant direction and consequently expedites the relearn-
ing of rotation. This possibility is consistent with recent findings
that causal inference is an inherent component of motor learning
(Wei and Körding, 2009).

In addition, experiencing directional errors, albeit small ones,
can facilitate generalization. Savings has been related to heightened
sensitivity to related movement errors (Herzfeld et al., 2014). Our
exposure task may help the nervous system quickly recognize rota-
tion errors and adapt to them more quickly during relearning. We
also noticed that the first generalization trial, with or without expo-
sure, showed no sign of aftereffect at distant directions. From this
perspective, the nervous system may need at least one trial to probe
the new direction before applying previously acquired learning
(Klassen et al., 2005; Krakauer et al., 2005).

It is unlikely that the direction specificity of savings is caused
by use-dependent learning, which is also a form of model-free
learning. Use-dependent learning is a movement bias toward the
adapted movement repeated at the learning asymptote. Thus, it
can potentially lead to direction specificity if its influence de-
creases at distant directions. However, we found that after expo-
sure to reaching movements 30° anti-clockwise from the desired
solution (Gain-Exposure groups), savings can fully generalize. If
use-dependent plasticity is at work, this exposure should only
reduce generalization since the initial rotation training is 30°
clockwise. Thus, consistent with a previous report that use-
dependent plasticity is not sufficient for savings (Huang et al.,
2011), our results suggest that the direction specificity of savings
and its elimination are not related to use-dependent learning.

The exposure-induced motor generalization is in line with the
transfer of visual perceptual learning enabled by a training-plus-

exposure paradigm (Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Wang et
al., 2012, 2016; Zhang and Yang, 2014). Perceptual learning be-
comes completely transferrable to untrained conditions after ad-
ditional exposure of these conditions via an irrelevant task. These
findings challenge perceptual learning theories that rely on
learning-induced plasticity in early visual cortices (Karni and
Sagi, 1993; Schoups et al., 1995; Teich and Qian, 2003). Similarly,
low-level neural circuits in the primary motor cortex and the
cerebellum have been assumed to constrain the generalization of
motor learning across directions (Thoroughman and Shadmehr,
2000; Donchin et al., 2003; Paz et al., 2003; Shadmehr, 2004).
Based on our findings, we suggest that motor generalization
should also engage an extensive range of brain regions, including
the striatum and the prefrontal and parietal cortices, which are
closely related to reinforcement learning and cognitive learning
(Tanaka et al., 2009; Anguera et al., 2010; Wächter et al., 2010).

Our findings are also in line with previous reports about the
top-down influence on the generalization of motor learning. For
instance, prior motor experience (Krakauer et al., 2006; Wei et al.,
2014) and the participants’ familiarity with the learning materials
(Yan et al., 2013) can enhance the generalization, which was in-
dexed by aftereffects. Note that these studies indicate that the
enhancement in generalization is typically associated with long-
term exposure of the same or similar learning tasks. For instance,
daily experience with a computer mouse leads to enhanced gen-
eralization of visuomotor gain learning (Wei et al., 2014). The
mouse use and visuomotor gain learning share similar visuomo-
tor transformation, in which the gain between the movement and
its visual representation is modified from the veridical one-to-
one mapping. Our current study goes further to show that learn-
ing can completely generalize to distant directions with a brief
exposure via an irrelevant learning task.
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